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Preface
In February 2023, we had the pleasure to organize the 15th edition of the ZEUS Workshop
planned in Hannover, Germany. This time, the workshop was held on-site again, giving
us the chance to meet and discuss up-to-date research in person. At this point, we would
like to thanks a lot all reviewers for their work and the ongoing support.

This workshop series offers young researchers an opportunity to present and discuss
early ideas and work in progress as well as to establish contacts among young researchers.
For this year’s edition, we selected all nine submissions for presentation at the workshop.
Each submission went through a thorough peer-review process and was assessed by at
least three members of the program committee with regard to its relevance and scientific
quality. The accepted contributions cover the areas of Business Process Management,
Cloud Computing, Microservices, Software Design, and the Internet of Things.

The workshop was generously sponsored by Camunda Services GmbH.

Hannover, February 2023 Sebastian Böhm
Daniel Lübke
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Model Reader Preferences for Semantically Duplicate
Elements in BPMN
Daniel Lübke1,2,*, Volker Stiehl3

1Digital Solution Architecture GmbH, Hannover, Germany
2Leibniz Universität Hannover, FG Software Engineering, Hannover, Germany
3TH Ingolstadt, Ingolstadt, Germany

Abstract
BPMN, which is the underlying modeling notation of many BPM endeavours and business information
system development projects, is a rich modeling language, which also offers redundant constructs, i.e.,
different syntax can express the same semantics. We want to investigate which syntactical constructs
are preferred by model readers if different ways to model message exchanges are offered by BPMN.
In an empirical study we asked 77 participants which BPMN model they prefer for expressing eight
situations. We found that send tasks and intermediate message catch events are significantly preferred.
Also, event-based gateways are preferred over boundary events for many variants of the Deferred Choice
pattern.

Keywords
BPMN, Empirical Study, Gateway, Boundary Event, Message, Subjective Preference, Event-based Gateway

1. Motivation

BPMN is THE standard for modeling business processes. Nowadays, business-critical appli-
cations based on BPMN and modern architectures [1, 2] are developed to digitize important
business processes. Consequently, BPMN is used to communicate between a variety of stake-
holders, e.g., developers and business analysts, and thus understandability is very important.
While BPMN offers a wide set of modeling options for expressing many process details, it con-
tains redundant constructs. For example, modeling message arrival time-outs can be modeled in
different ways as explained in this paper. Allowing ambiguity how to model a certain situation
allows for confusion and misunderstandings. Consequently, clarifying the usage of redundant
syntax could standardize the current use of BPMN, streamline future versions of BPMN and
thus make the notation easier to learn and understand. This paper presents a first step into this
direction by investigating the subjective preferences of a) modeling message-based commu-
nication and b) representations of the deferred choice workflow pattern [3], when messages
are involved. This paper is structured as follows. Within the next Section we present related
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work. In Section 3 the design of our empirical study is presented. The results are presented in
Section 4 and an interpretation of those are given in Section 5. Finally, we conclude and give an
outlook.

2. Related Work

Quality of business process models is multi-faceted. Lindland et al. [4] specified a framework
that can be used to categorize different quality aspects of models, in which they distinguish
between syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic qualities. This paper is concerned with subjective
preference of certain model constructs. Because “[i]n general, researchers associate aesthetics
with readability, and readability with understanding” [5] subjective preference is a part of
understandability and thus a pragmatic quality. Or as Lindland et al. put it: Understandability is
the main concern of pragmatic model quality, which “affects how to choose from among the
many ways to express a single meaning” [4]. Comprehension of BPMN models is a vast research
area: For example, there are studies concerning the influence of layout on understandability.
Figl provides a good overview [6]. Scholz & Lübke [7] investigated subjective layout preferences
and used the same research design as we do: By using a quiz-like study, in which participants
choose one of the presented options, they have analyzed subjective preferences of different
choices for BPMN layouts. Moody [8] has critiqued BPMN in general for failing to adhere to his
“Physics of Notations” [9] – especially that BPMN has considerable semantic redundancy, e.g.,
the Exclusive OR Gateway has two visual representations. Genon et al. [10] found the same. The
eCH-0158 modeling guidelines for BPMN [11] recognize the redundancy between send/receive
tasks and message catching/throwing events. They standardize on send tasks and message catch
events.

3. Study Design

3.1. Goals, Hypothesis & Variables

By following the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) approach [12] we are defining our goal as

Understand the Subjective Preference
with regard to Semantically Equivalent Elements in BPMN 2.0

from the viewpoint of a Model Reader.

This goal is refined into (research) questions. While BPMN has many redundancies, we
concentrate on the ones below. We want to answer, which construct for each of the following
pairs of semantically equivalent BPMN constructs are preferred:

RQ1 Send Task vs. Intermediate Message Throw Event: BPMN offers two elements for
sending messages: The send task and the intermediate message throw event both send a
message.

RQ2 Receive Task vs. Intermediate Message Catch Event: Similarily to sending a mes-
sage, BPMN also offers a receive task and an intermediate message catch event for receiving
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a message.

RQ3 Send Task vs. End Message Throw Event: For modeling the sending of a message at
the end of a process execution, a send task and a none end event can be used. Alternatively,
an message throw end event can be used.

RQ4 Deferred Choice between two messages (diff. prob.): A Deferred Choice [3] be-
tween two incoming messages can be modelled via an event-based gateway or a receive
task with an interrupting message boundary event. Because one participant in [7] indicated
that he/she would model splits and joins differently depending on the probability of
the branch taken, we differentiate between the probability of events. This question is
concerned with messages that have different probabilities, i.e., the top event after the
event-based gateway and the message caught by the receive task are more likely to occur
than the bottom event, which is more exceptional, after the event-based gateway and the
message caught by the boundary event.

RQ5 Deferred Choice between two messages (same prob.): This question is similar to
RQ4. However, the incoming messages have the same probability, i.e., both events
following the event-based gateway and both messages occur equally often.

RQ6 Deferred Choice between message and timer (diff. prob.): This question is similar
to RQ4 but this time the Deferred Choice is not between two messages but instead
resembles a deadline situation with a message event and a timer event. It is more probable
to receive the message than to time-out. This pattern is presented as an event-based
gateway with two following events or with a receive task with an interrupting timer
boundary event.

RQ7 Deferred Choice between message and timer (same prob.): This question is simi-
lar to RQ6. However, the incoming message and the time-out have the same probability.

RQ8 Deferred Choice between two messages and a timer: The last question is con-
cerned with a Deferred Choice between two messages and a timer, i.e., a scenario in
which one of two messages must be received within a certain time. This can – again – be
modeled as an event-based gateway followed by two message events and one timer event,
or by a receive task with two boundary events.

3.1.1. Measurements & Hypothesis

We measure the subjective preferences of study participants as the only metric for all research
questions. For all research questions the null hypothesis 𝐻0 is that there is no preference for
one of the two alternatives. Accordingly, 𝐻1 is that one of the two alternatives is preferred.

3.2. Objects

The study setup is similar to a previous study by Scholz & Lübke [7]: Participants take part
in an online survey in which two diagrams modeling the same process are shown which only
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Table 1
Description of the Participants Groups of our Study

Group Experience Description Count

LUH1 Students MSc./CS, Software Architecture Lecture 20
LUH2 Students BSc./CS, Software Engineering Seminar 3
LUH3 Students MSc./CS, Software Methodologies Lecture 4

THI1 Students BSc./IS, 4th semester 11
THI2 Students BSc./IS, 6th semester 6
THI3 Students MSc./IE, 2nd semester 9
THI4 Students BSc./IE, 6th semester 11

Prof. Professionals recruited from different organizations 13

Total 77

differ in one point. In this study different but semantically equivalent BPMN diagrams were
used as shown in Appendix A. Both options were shown side by side and participants had to
choose the preferred one by clicking it. Descriptive text was shown to convey the probablity
of some branches. Since branching probabilities cannot be modeled in BPMN directly, it was
necessary to convey this information textually.

3.3. Participants

Participants were a) recruited from lectures of the authors and b) professionals were asked to
participate. We tracked the group to which a participant belongs to by using different invitation
links. Participation was voluntary and no incentives were given. The number of participants
per group and a more detailed description is shown in Table 1. All in all, we had 87 participants
in total. After removing those, who did not complete the quiz or changed their answers in
between, 77 participants remained.

3.4. Validity Procedure

As a first step we performed a power test: For a two-sided hypothesis test with 𝛼 = 𝑝 = 0.05
and confidence 𝛽 = 0.95 for a medium effect of ℎ = 0.5 yields that we required at least 52
participants. As described above we recruited more participants than required. For eliminating
extraneous variables we took following measures: We randomized the order in which questions
(i.e., diagram pairs) were shown. Thereby, we try to eliminate learning and fatigue effects. We
also randomized the order in which diagrams are shown.

4. Analysis

The statistical evaluation of the gathered data is shown in Table 2. The statistical significance
indicated by the p-values is marked by asterisks (*: 𝑝 ≤ 0.05, **: 𝑝 ≤ 0.01, ***: 𝑝 ≤ 0.001).
Similarily, the effect is denoted by pluses (+: ℎ ≥ 0.2, ++: ℎ ≥ 0.5, +++: ℎ ≥ 0.8).
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Table 2
Results and Hypothesis Test Results for all Questions

Question #A #B p * h +

Q1 Send Task vs. Message Throw Event 53 24 0.0013 ** 0.39 +
Q2 Receive Task vs. Message Catch Event 29 48 0.0395 * 0.25 +
Q3 Send Task vs. Message End Event 39 38 1.0000 0.01
Q4 Deferred Choice, 2 messages, diff. prob.

Gateway vs. Boundary Event
53 24 0.0013 ** 0.39 +

Q5 Deferred Choice, 2 messages, same prob.
Gateway vs. Boundary Event

69 8 0.0000 *** 0.91 +++

Q6 Deferred Choice, message+timer, diff. prob.
Gateway vs. Boundary Event

36 41 0.6488 0.06

Q7 Deferred Choice, message+timer, same prob.
Gateway vs. Boundary Event

43 34 0.3620 0.12

Q8 Deferred Choice, 2 messages+timer
Gateway vs. Boundary Events

58 19 0.0000 *** 0.53 ++

5. Interpretation

5.1. Evaluation of Results & Implications

The send task is significantly preferred over a message throw event (RQ1). It seems that partici-
pants see the sending of a message more as a task, i.e., an active action, and therefore prefer the
task instead of an event.

In contrast to RQ1, participants significantly prefer a message catch event for waiting on a
message receive (RQ2). Interestingly, it is inconsistent to use different syntax for sending and
receiving messages. This can mean that perhaps participants differentiate between active and
passive/waiting elements.

There is no significant difference for sending a message at the process end (RQ3). In contrast
to a significant preference for a send task during the process, there is no clear preference for
a send task with an end event or a message end event. It seems that the additional penalty of
a second symbol and its associated space requirements is not worth to keep up the semantic
difference experienced in RQ1.

When modeling a Deferred Choice between two messages which arrive with different proba-
bilities, participants prefer the use of an event-based gateway (RQ4). It may be that the visuals of
two white envelopes – one in the receive task and one in the boundary event – is not attractive.
Participants have an even stronger preference for the gateway if the probability of the messages
are the same (RQ5).

When modeling a time-out, i.e., a Deferred Choice between a message and a timer, neither
the gateway nor the boundary event is preferred – regardless of whether the timer is as likely to
occur (RQ6) or is only triggered as an exception (RQ7). This contrasts with the results from
RQ4/5, which are structurally the same but use a different second event. While more participants
liked the gateway for same probabilities of events and more participants liked the boundary
event for exceptional cases, these differences were not significant. More research has to further
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clarify whether there is a difference with a small effect or not.
If the Deferred Choice is between two messages and a timer event (RQ8) there is a strong,

significant preference to the event-based gateway. However, we cannot attribute to why this is:
While in our study planning we wanted to examine the effect of a larger number of boundary
events, another possible explanation is that a send task with a message boundary event is
disliked as RQ4 and RQ5 have shown.

5.2. Limitations of Study

Because we only measured subjective preferences no quantative data on model comprehension
could be measured. This study still gives insights into model perception, especially with different
variants of the Deferred Choice pattern. Like all studies which include students, the question of
generalizability arises. However, we have seen that no differences between our groups exist –
this also means that the group of professionals does not behave significantly different from the
students. While we had a considerable amount of participants, some research questions gave
non-significant results with a small effect size in the range of 0.1 ≤ ℎ ≤ 0.2. To have adequate
power in the statistical tests, more participants (approx. 350) are required.

6. Implications for Practitioners

Following from these results practitioners should amend existing modeling guidelines by the
following rules: 1) Use Send Tasks for sending messages during process execution, 2) use Message
Catch Events for receiving messages during process execution, and 3) use Event-based Gateways
when implementing the Deferred Choice pattern when receiving multiple messages. Modelers
should keep in mind that this is the first study to examine these constructs. Hopefully, future
studies will strengthen or refute these results and thus these proposed modeling guidelines.

7. Conclusions & Outlook

Within this paper we presented our empirical study with students from two universities and
professionals on the subjective preference of syntactically redundant, message-related constructs
in BPMN. We found a strong subjective preference for send tasks over message throw events
within the process-flow and for message catch events over receive tasks. We also found that
Deferred Choices in event-based gateways are preferred over boundary events in the case of
two message events or three events. We could find no significant preference for Deferred
Choices with a message and a timer (“time-outs”) or for the sending of a message on process
completion. While the results are interesting in themselves, this study lays the foundation
for further empirical inqueries: Follow up studies, especially experiments, can investigate
and compare understandability of redundant BPMN message-related constructs. This way,
especially eye-tracking experiments, can be used to gather quantative data to evaluate whether
the subjective preferences match the differences in objective understandability in the future,
and further developing modeling guidelines for BPMN.
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A. Diagrams

Table 3
Diagrams used in our Study

RQ1 Send Task Message Throw Event

RQ2 Receive Task Message Catch Event

RQ3 Send Task End Message Event

RQ4 Gateway (diff. prob.) Boundary Event (Msg.)

RQ5 Gateway (same prob.) Boundary Event (Msg.)

RQ6 Gateway (diff. prob.) Boundary Event (Timer)

RQ7 Gateway (same prob.) Boundary Event (Timer)

RQ8 Gateway Boundary Event (Timer+Event)
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Enhancing BPMN 2.0 with IoT Modeling Aspects:
How Much Language is Enough?
Yusuf Kirikkayis1, Florian Gallik1 and Manfred Reichert1

1Institute of Databases and Information Systems, Ulm University, 89081, Germany

Abstract
Extending Business Process Management (BPM) with Internet of Things (IoT) capabilities enables real-
world aware process automation, business rule execution, and process monitoring. As a prerequisite
for exploiting the benefits of this real-world awareness, IoT behavior needs to be captured in business
process models. The de facto standard for business process modeling, BPMN 2.0 seems to be appropriate
for covering IoT aspects as well. However, modeling IoT-aware processes might be hindered by the
ambiguous use of the BPMN 2.0 modeling elements. Still it has to be evaluated how process model
readers actually perceive IoT aspects captured in BPMN 2.0 process models. This paper discusses the
challenges of modeling IoT-aware business processes with BPMN and derives research questions to be
investigated in future work.

Keywords
IoT-aware business process, BPM, IoT, BPMN 2.0

1. Introduction

The IoT represents a network of interconnected physical devices, i.e., sensors and actuators,
that allow capturing, exchanging, and collecting data to respond to physical events. Thus, the
dynamic context of the physical world can be captured and transformed to a digital shadow. The
IoT, therefore, is a fundamental technology in areas likes smart manufacturing, smart logistics,
or smart healthcare. In these areas IoT-aware business process support can create a competitive
edge by exploiting the data produced by IoT devices [1][2]. We refer to processes that utilize
IoT devices and map IoT behavior to process activities and events as IoT-aware.
The incorporation of IoT capabilities into IoT-aware business processes offers promising

perspectives for bridging the gap between digital processes and the physical world [3]. While
IoT enables collecting and exchanging data about the physical world, Business Process Manage-
ment (BPM) enables modeling, implementing, executing, monitoring, and analyzing business
processes [3]. In the context of BPM, moreover, IoT devices can be used to automate differ-
ent types of tasks, to enhance process and task monitoring, and to support real-world aware
decision-making [4]. An essential challenge of modeling IoT-aware business processes is to
properly capture IoT-related aspects in the process models [5, 6]. Amongst others, modeling
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IoT aspects shall foster the understanding of how the process works and facilitate the discovery
of potential problems (e.g., deadlocks).
As many of the BPMN 2.0 modeling elements can also be found in IoT-aware business

processes, researchers have argued that BPMN 2.0 is capable of modeling IoT-aware business
processes [4, 7, 8, 9, 10]. As example consider Figure 1, which depicts an IoT-aware light control
process expressed in terms of the BPMN 2.0.

Light Control
Process Started

Get Light 
Sensor value

LightValue

≥ 150

< 150

Switch on 
Lamp2

Switch on 
Lamp1

Update Lamps 
status

1

2

3

4

Figure 1: Example of an IoT-aware process model expressed in terms of BPMN 2.0.

Other works have explicitly indicated the need for modeling IoT participation in business
processes [6, 11, 12, 13]. In particular, they recommend to visually distinguish between common
and IoT-related modeling elements by extending the BPMN 2.0 meta-model with IoT-specific
modeling elements. Consequently, the involvement of IoT devices in process enactment be-
comes apparent, fostering the comprehensibility of IoT-related process models and, thus, their
maintenance. Corresponding works further argue that due to the extension of BPMN 2.0 with
IoT-specific modeling elements, no ambiguities occur when reading process models. In Figure 1,
Tasks 2&3 are IoT-related, whereas this does not apply to Task 4.

Modeling IoT-aware business processes with BPMN 2.0 has been extensively studied in
literature [4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14]. However, the evaluation of IoT-aware process models from a user
perspective is still missing. In particular, we are interested (1) whether IoT-related processes
modeled in terms of the standard BPMN 2.0 notation are as comprehensible as (2) IoT-aware
processes modeled with BPMN 2.0 and explicit IoT-specific elements, with the latter constituting
an extension of BPMN 2.0. A particular challenge is to identify those factors that foster the
understanding of IoT involvement in BPMN 2.0 process models from a user perspective. To
determine whether IoT aspects in BPMN 2.0 process models are properly recognized by users,
human cognition and mental effort needs to be considered when reading corresponding process
models. Related works neither cover the perspective of IoT-aware process models nor cognitive
aspects of understanding corresponding models. In particular, decisions on how IoT aspects
shall be captured in BPMN process models have been primarily based on technical issues. This
paper derives research questions to investigate how IoT aspects shall be captured in BPMN
process models taking the user perspective into account as well.

2. Research Questions

Although BPMN 2.0 offers various elements (e.g., Activities, Events, Pools, and Lanes) that allow
modeling IoT-aware business processes, different aspects need to be considered. In particular,
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additional research is required to investigate how IoT aspects shall be visually covered in
BPMN 2.0 models, while fostering model comprehensibility (i.e. whether to opt for variant
(1) or (2)) [15, 16]. In detail, the following research questions (RQs) need to be considered to
understand whether a BPMN 2.0 extension for IoT-aware processes becomes necessary. Note
that these research questions were derived from systematic literature reviews [17, 18] as well as
a comparison of the two modeling approaches, i.e., modeling IoT-aware processes with standard
BPMN (1) vs. modeling them based on an extension of BPMN with IoT-specific elements (2).

RQ 1 Is there any IoT-specific behavior that cannot be modeled in terms of BPMN 2.0?
RQ 2 Can IoT-relatedmodeling elements be identified in BPMN 2.0 from a user perspective?
RQ 3 Are there patterns in modeling IoT-driven business processes?
RQ 4 Does the use of different BPMN modeling elements influence the cognitive load

during the comprehension of IoT-aware processes?

RQ1 intends to investigate whether there exists any IoT-specific behavior which is relevant for
process execution, but cannot be properly represented in terms of BPMN 2.0. To answer RQ 1,
IoT-aware processes from different domains need to be analyzed and modeled with standard
BPMN 2.0. In particular, this might unravel IoT behavior that cannot be directly modeled
in BPMN 2.0. In contrast, RQ 2 aim to identify whether IoT aspects captured in BPMN 2.0
process models can be visually or textually recognized from a user perspective when using
standard modeling elements (e.g., pools, lanes, activity types, and event types). RQ 3 aim to
determine whether there are patterns of IoT-driven business processes when modeling them
in terms of BPMN 2.0. In turn, RQ4 investigates the cognitive load of users when reading and
comprehending IoT-aware processes in BPMN 2.0. For this purpose, for example, a NASA-TLX
questionnaire may be used. Answering RQs 2 - 4 shall allow us to understand how IoT-aware
business processes modeled in terms of standard BPMN 2.0 affect human cognition and how
far the respective process models are perceived as IoT-aware from a user perspective. All four
research questions need to be answered to assess whether BPMN 2.0 is suitable for modeling
IoT-aware business processes or extension make sense to foster real-world aware processes.

3. Conclusions

This paper introduced four research questions that need to be addressed when modeling IoT-
aware business processes with BPMN 2.0. In literature, two approaches are proposed for
modeling IoT-aware processes: (1) using standard BPMN 2.0 as (2) extending the BPMN 2.0
standard with IoT-specific modeling elements. However, existing works have neglected the
user perspective when deciding which of these two variants shall be used. Consequently the
pros and cons on how to model IoT aspects in BPMN-based processes have primarily been
considered form a technical perspective taken by IoT experts. User studies are needed that
address the presented research questions. In corresponding studies, different aspects such
as the recognition of IoT aspects in BPMN-based process models, the cognitive load of users
when reading IoT-aware processes in BPMN 2.0, and different modeling patterns for IoT-aware
processes in BPMN from user perspective can be identified. Various techniques may be used for
this purpose, such as the survey of study participants and conducting a within-subject study.
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Validation of Algorithmic BPMN Layout Classification
Elias Baalmann1,∗, Daniel Lübke1,2

1Digital Solution Architecture, Hannover, Germany
2Leibniz Universität Hannover, FG Software Engineering, Hannover, Germany

Abstract
For many use cases it is handy to clearly and possibly automatically classify the layout direction of
BPMN processes, e.g., in empirical research. We want to validate whether our previously proposed
classification and algorithm [1] delivers good, reproducible, and helpful results. To accomplish this, we
compare the classification algorithm to a previously manually classified large data set of BPMN processes
on GitHub. Our results show that the algorithm classifies BPMN layouts similar to manual classification
and is suitable for large data sets due to its good run-time characteristics.

Keywords
BPMN, Diagram Layout, Diagram Layout Formalization, Diagram Layout Detection, Flow Layout,
Algorithm Validation

1. Introduction

BPMN is the lingua franca for business process modeling and has many use cases. Its main
purpose is to convey information between different stakeholders and as such understandability
is a key quality feature of BPMNmodels. Consequently, much research has focused on analysing
the impact of different model aspects [2]. This includes the influence of diagram layout [3].
Recently, analysis of large process model repositories like GitHub [4, 5, 6, 7] have become an
interesting research direction because large process repositories allow for better statistical
results. However, analysing large data sets require much manual work. To address this issue
we started to formalize layout directions of BPMN models [1] for improving comparability
of studies.In the next step we implemented a tool automating this classification. Within this
paper we validate the formalization and the tool implementation by running it against the data
set from a previous study [7], comparing the classification results and analyzing the run-time
characteristics of our tool.
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2. Related Work

One of the first questions that arises in our context is how BPMN diagrams are laid out by
practitioners. Effinger et al. [8, p. 400] state that “[i]n BPMN diagrams the flow direction is
usually top-to-bottom or left-to right.” This statement is empirically validated by Lübke &
Wutke [7, p. 52], who found that 79.52% of BPMN diagrams on GitHub are laid out left-to-right.
They also identified other layouts, like most prominently, top-down layouts and more complex
layouts like multi-line and snake layouts.

A more theoretical approach is taken by Figl & Strembeck. [9, p. 60] who state that “[b]asically,
there are four main options for the overall direction: left-to-right, top-to-bottom, bottom-to-
top, right-to-left.”, i.e., they take all four possible main directions as principal layout directions.
However, they have also added that “zigzag models” should be subject to future research, thereby
recognizing the use of more complex layouts in practice.

All modeling guidelines we found recommend left-to-right layouts, e.g., the Swiss standard
eCH-0158 for eGovernment [10]. Even the BPMN specification itself favors left-to-right mod-
eling [11, p. 42]. Also Corradini et al. [12, p. 49] define a guideline (number 43) that process
modelers should make their models long and thin by aligning all edges with a general workflow
direction as much as possible.

However, more recently, a study by Lübke et al. [3, p. 127] has shown that the understandability
of large diagrams profits from more complex layouts like snake or multi-line layouts to avoid
the penalty of scrolling these diagrams on screen. For the case of smaller diagrams, this
experiment found a slight advantage for left-to-right layouts in contrast to top-down layouts,
affirming Figl & Strembeck’s earlier experiment. However, the findings are either minimal
(some understandability metrics in the former experiment) or not significant (some metrics in
the former experiment and all metrics in the latter experiment).

3. Research Questions

In this paper, we want to answer the following research questions.
RQ1: Does the algorithm proposed by Baalmann & Lübke [1] classify diagrams comparable

to manual classification?
RQ2: Is the classification tool suitable to analyze large data sets?

4. Automatic Flow Layout Classification

In his thesis, Baalmann proposes a hierarchy of flow layouts with three levels [13]. The first
level describes the base layout: Straight, L, Multi-Line, Stairs, Snake, U, and Z.

The second level differentiates the layouts by orientation. Possible orientations vary for
each base layout based on its symmetry. For example, the Straight layout has four orientations:
Straight-N, Straight-E, Straight-S, and Straight-W. In this context, compass directions describe
the layout direction of the diagram, with E representing left-right, S representing top-down,
etc. Table 1 (appendix) lists the possible orientations for each base layout, along with a brief
explanation.
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In the third level of the hierarchy, minor variations in the layout are examined. These
variations typically involve deviations from the general flow of the diagram. However, we will
not be considering this level here, as it would go beyond the scope of this paper.

To automatically classify a BPMN diagram based on its flow layout, Baalmann and Lübke use
a modular algorithm that reads the BPMN file, splits it into layout paths that connect a start
event to an end event which are then processed individually before the results for the paths
are finally combined to an overall flow layout of the diagram. To classify a path, it is further
split into a vector chain that connects the elements on the path. After simplifying the chain and
discretizing the directions of the vectors, a number of regular expressions are used to determine
the flow layout of the path.[1]

5. Automatic vs. Manual Classification

In our comparison wewill be compare the classification of our tool with the manual classification
of 5297 diagrams by Lübke & Wutke [7]. It should be noted that the automation is not intended
to replicate the results exactly: diverging results should not necessarily be interpreted as errors
on either side. Rather, the goal is to identify reasons for deviations to distinguish the behavior
of automated and manual classification.

Figure 1: Different flow layouts according to Lübke & Wutke. Figure based on Fig. 2 from [7].

To make comparisons, the flow layouts under consideration must first be matched: The
manual classification distinguishes six flow layouts, which are presented in Figure 1. Based
on this representation, it is determined that Left-Right corresponds to the Straight-E flow
layout. Analogously, Straight-S is the flow layout that is best represented by Top-Down. Since
the authors of the manual classification do not specify more precisely which requirements
must be met for a particular flow layout, both Snake-ES and Snake-EN are equated with the
Snake-Horizontal layout considered by Lübke & Wutke. Following this principle, Snake-Vertical
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corresponds to the flow layouts Snake-SE and Snake-NE. In addition, Multiline-Horizontal is
compared to Multiline-ES and Multiline-EN, and Multiline-Vertical is compared to Multiline-SE
and Multiline-NE. The flow layouts L, Stairs, U, Z, Straight-N, and Straight-W are not considered
by Lübke & Wutke.

Figure 2: Manual classification of 5297 diagrams compared to automatic classification

Figure 2 shows the distribution of flow layouts per classification for the data set of 5297
diagrams. It is clear that the overwhelming majority of diagrams (manually 4347/5297 ≈ 82%,
automated 4134/5297 ≈ 78%) are directed from left to right, i.e., classified as Left-Right or
Straight-E. It is also notable that the automated variant was unable to classify a large portion
of the diagrams (625/5297 ≈ 12%) mostly due to invalid BPMN files (for example containing
sequence flows between undefined elements), and that a small proportion (52/5297 ≈ 1%) of the
diagrams were assigned to a flow layout not considered by Lübke and Wutke (Not-Considered-
Layout). This raises the question of whether the Not-Considered-Layouts occur frequently
enough to be worth considering in future work. However, upon closer examination, it can be
seen that in manual classification, only a similarly small proportion ((46+13+4+2)/5297 ≈ 1%)
of the diagrams were assigned to a flow layout other than Left-Right or Top-Down. Therefore,
it is clear that the distribution of the different flow layouts is so uneven that, if flow layouts
beyond Straight-E or Straight-S are to be distinguished, a very small number of diagrams must
be expected.

Comparing the two classifications, it can be seen that classifications for the straight diagrams
(those with the flow layout Left-Right/Straight-E and Top-Down/Straight-S), are very similar.
Out of the diagrams manually classified as Left-Right, 91% were automatically classified as
Straight-E, and similarly, 90% of those manually classified as Top-Down were automatically
classified as Straight-S. However, since 7% and 4% respectively of these diagrams could not
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be classified automatically due to errors, it is likely that the agreement is even higher. It is
also clear that many (51%) of the diagrams that could not be manually classified as one of the
considered flow layouts caused errors in the automated classification. Furthermore, automated
classification rarely (about 40%) confirms manual classification when manual classification is
Snake-Horizontal, Multiline-Horizontal, or Multiline-Vertical.

Finally it can be seen that the automatic classification in most cases agrees with manual
classification when automated classification is able to identify one of the considered flow layouts.
The lowest agreement in this sense is for horizontal multi-line variants, at 67%, but it should be
noted that many (52%) of the diagrams automatically classified as analyzable (no error) but not
classifiable (Other) were manually classifiable.

6. Classification of Large Dataset

To verify that the classification tool is suitable for analyzing large datasets, a large GitHub data
set consisting of 48,679 classifiable diagrams is used.

On a desktop PC with an AMD Ryzen 5 3600 CPU, classification of all models takes approx-
imately two hours. However, it should be noted that there are large differences in the time
required for each model. The classification of the slowest 10 models took about 99% of the time,
while the diagram with the eleventh-longest classification time was classified in less than 30
seconds.

Figure 3: Classification time per model from the GitHub data set. Double-logarithmic representation
of the relationship between the number of paths in the model and the classification time.

Figure 3 shows that the run-time of the classification depends on the number of paths in
the analyzed model. There seems to be a power law, as the data forms a straight line in the
double-logarithmic representation.

To better assess the usefulness of the tool, the statements that can be made about the data set
based on automated classification are checked. Figure 4 shows the distribution of basic flow
layouts and orientations for the Straight base layout. By far most diagrams have a Straight
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Figure 4: Distribution of flow layouts in large GitHub dataset.

layout (note the logarithmic scale). Furthermore, the orientation E has been assigned to the
most diagrams. Specifically, 3907643988 ≈ 89% of all diagrams with straight layouts, and therefore
39076
48675 ≈ 80% of all analyzable diagrams, were classified as Straight-E.

7. Conclusions & Outlook

We could confirm that automated layout classification can be used to analyze large data sets
and yields results comparable to manual classification. Besides requiring less effort, automation
based on a formalized definition of layouts has additional advantages over manual classification,
e.g., it avoids errors due to carelessness and inconsistencies due to subjective perception.
However, manual classification currently also has some advantages over automated classification.
For example, our tool is not able to complete incomplete diagrams like users with BPMN
experience can. In addition, a small number of diagrams are not classified by automation
because they do not meet assumptions made in the formalization. It has also been observed
that badly laid out diagrams can be better classified manually.

We identified some restrictions of our implementation. For example, models with many paths
require a longer processing time possibly making manual inspection more suitable in these
cases. However, we encountered hardly any diagrams in our data set, which require a lot of
time. If, for example, a time limit of 30 seconds per model had been set, only 11 of the 48679
diagrams would not have been classified. In this case, the total time would have been reduced
from about two hours to about five minutes.

Going forward, a way of improving the classification tool would be to reduce the number of
not classifiable diagrams by making the implementation less vulnerable to small imperfections
in the BPMN files. Another research direction is to extend the validation and get further insights
into the problems of the algorithm by using a more diverse data set with diagrams distributed
over many different flow layouts. As a side result we could replicate that real-world diagrams
are mainly laid out Straight and especially Straight-E (left to right).

We hope that our formalization and tool helps researchers in their empirical studies with
BPMN data sets and are open to any cooperation in this regard.
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A. Appendix

The sources for the automatic classification tool are available via GitHub.
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Table 1
Flow Layout Hierarchy

Flow Layout Directions

Straight-N bottom-up
Straight-E left-right
Straight-S top-down
Straight-W right-left

L-ES right, then down
L-WN left, then up
L-EN right, then up
L-WS left, then down
L-SE down, then right

L-NW up, then left
L-NE up, then right
L-SW down, then left

Multiline-ES lines left-right, each line below previous line
Multiline-WN lines right-left, each line above previous line
Multiline-EN lines left-right, each line above previous line
Multiline-WS lines right-left, each line below previous line
Multiline-SE lines top-down, each line right of previous line

Multiline-NW lines down-top, each line left of previous line
Multiline-NE lines down-top, each line right of previous line
Multiline-SW lines top-down, each line left of previous line

Stairs-NE diagonal bottomleft-topright
Stairs-SE diagonal topleft-bottomright
Stairs-SW diagonal topright-bottomleft
Stairs-NW diagonal bottomright-topleft
Snake-ES first line left-right, each line below previous line

Snake-WN first line right-left, each line above previous line
Snake-EN first line left-right, each line above previous line
Snake-WS first line right-left, each line below previous line
Snake-SE first line top-down, each line right of previous line

Snake-NW first line down-top, each line left of previous line
Snake-NE first line down-top, each line right of previous line
Snake-SW first line top-down, each line left of previous line

U-ES left-right, then top-down, then right-left
U-WN right-left, then bottom-up, then left-right
U-EN left-right, then bottom-up, then right-left
U-WS right-left, then top-down, then left-right
U-SE top-down, then left-right, then bottom-up

U-NW bottom-up, then right-left, then top-down
U-NE bottom-up, then left-right, then top-down
U-SW top-down, then right-left, then bottom-up
Z-ES left-right, then top-down, then left-right

Z-WN right-left, then bottom-up, then right-left
Z-EN left-right, then bottom-up, then left-right
Z-WS right-left, then top-down, then right-left
Z-SE top-down, then left-right, then top-down

Z-NW bottom-up, then right-left, then bottom-up
Z-NE bottom-up, then left-right, then bottom-up
Z-SW top-down, then right-left, then top-down
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Abstract
Data is one of today’s most important currencies. Thus, maintaining an overview of its creation, usage,
and manipulation within an organization is of utmost importance. While this fact has been recognized
in the Business Process Management (BPM) community in general, its subfield of process modeling has
not attributed attention to that for a long time. Extensive research has been conducted on the logical
and temporal order of process steps, also called the control flow. While doing so, the impact of data, e.g.,
that certain tasks require specific information to be executed, has been largely neglected. Even with
the extension of some process modeling languages to incorporate data concepts, formal semantics of
these concepts, that enable automated analysis and enactment, are often not present or underspecified.
Therefore, this paper motivates the definition of a new, more holistic semantics for data concepts in
BPMN. This semantics is then to be used as a foundation to adapt existing and define novel verification,
compliance, and consistency checking methods regarding the data and data flow of processes.

Keywords
Data in Processes, BPMN, Translational Semantics, Petri nets

1. Introduction

For an organization to thrive in a fast-paced, competitive environment, it must constantly
monitor its business processes and the data required for and manipulated by their execution.
That requires a thorough documentation of these processes and the information involved in
them. A means to achieve that are process models describing the required tasks and their data
pre- and postconditions. However, due to the size and number of processes in place within
an organization, manually managing these process models and ensuring their consistency,
correctness, and compliance, especially when undergoing change, is very challenging and error-
prone. Hence, automation is desirable, but requires thorough formalization of the involved
concepts, i.e., the definition of a concise execution semantics. Looking at the Business Process
Modeling and Notation (BPMN) [1], the most widely adopted process modeling language [2],
multiple approaches exist defining a concise semantics for its control flow concepts. However,
there is currently no formalization that covers all of its data concepts, which prevents automated
analyses of process data flow. Therefore, this paper motivates the introduction of a new
execution semantics defined through the mapping of BPMN data concepts to Petri net constructs
that can serve as a basis for the automated analysis of the data flow of process models.
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In the remainder of this paper, BPMN data concepts are briefly introduced and related work
on formal semantics for BPMN is discussed before the new mapping and its potential application
areas are outlined.

2. Background and Related Work

Figure 1: BPMN data concepts

Since version 2.0, the BPMN standard [1] includes a number
of semantically meaningful concepts regarding the data flow
in process models. A minimal example containing a subset
of them is shown in Figure 1. Data objects (document shapes)
are an abstract representation of the data used in a process.
They can have data states (denoted in squared brackets)
assigned to them. Connections to activities indicate that the
respective data object is required as input or produced as
output. In- and outgoing data objects can be clustered in
input and output sets (I/O sets, denoted using, e.g., I1 and
O1) representing sufficient data enablement or termination
conditions. For example, a Claim in state [received] alone
is sufficient to start Assess Insurance Claim. Input output
specifications (I/O specs, denoted using the BPMN annotation element) define, which data may
be produced by an activity given it started with a certain input set. In the example, if an Insuree
Scam History data object exists (I2), the risk assessment always produces a Risk in state [high]
and a Second Assessment in state required (O2). Finally, the BPMN standard employs the rule
that only a single data object instance may exist per process instance, unless specified as being
multi-instance.

While the BPMN standard provides a textual description of the semantics of these concepts,
a thorough formalization is currently missing. In the past, research has been conducted on
defining such a formalization through translational semantics, i.e., creating a mapping of
BPMN concepts to those of another, well-formalized modeling language [3]. Target languages
comprise, inter alia, process algebras [4], WS-BPEL [5], Event-B [6], and, most prominently,
Petri nets [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. However, most approaches solely consider the control flow
and disregard the data perspective. Even the ones considering the data perspective only define
semantics for subsets of the above-mentioned data concepts. Table 1 shows an overview of a
selection of works introducing a translational semantics of BPMN to (colored) Petri nets, and the
data-related BPMN concepts they cover. In addition to the concepts introduced in the standard,
the table includes Data Locking, which represents a mechanism to prevent concurrent write
access and inconsistent read access while the data may concurrently be modified as proposed
in [9]. The overview shows that, while all aspects are covered by at least one approach, no
mapping yet covers all aspects.

Next to the extension of an activity-centric process modeling language with data concepts,
related work proposed a variety of different approaches to the representation of data in business
processes. Two frameworks have been introduced to evaluate and compare approaches regard-
ing their incorporation of data in business processes [14, 15]. The covered spectrum ranges
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from extensions to activity-centric approaches such as BPMN [9] through case management,
e.g., fragment-based Case Management [16], to artifact-centric, e.g., [17], and object-centric
approaches, e.g., [18]. However, most of these approaches require the learning of a new process
modeling language, which constitutes a major hurdle to their adoption. In contrast, BPMN
already is the de facto industry standard. Hence, providing the precision the BPMN standard
currently lacks regarding its data concepts may lower the threshold to incorporate the data
perspective in existing BPMN process models and will therefore be the focus of this work.

Table 1
Coverage of BPMN data concepts in related works mapping BPMN to Petri nets. Each aspect is either
covered ( ), partially covered ([ ]), or not covered (–). SI abbreviates Single-Instance enforcement.

Publication Data Objects Data States I/O Sets I/O Spec Data Locking SI
Dijkman et al. [7] – – – – – –

Meyer [9] [ ] – –
Awad et al. [10] – – – –

Stackelberg et al. [11] – – –
Ramadan et al. [13] [ ] – –
Dechsupa et al. [12] – – – – –

3. Contribution

To close the gap of a missing holistic semantics for data concepts in BPMN, as outlined in the
preceding section, this paper proposes the introduction of a new translational semantics for
BPMN using Petri nets. The mapping should cover data objects, data states, input and output
sets, input and output specifications, multi-instance and single-instance behavior, a data locking
mechanism, and the combination of these concepts with tasks, subprocesses, and (boundary)
events adhering to the restrictions provided in the BPMN standard. To allow a focus on the data
flow, the mapping rules for BPMN control flow elements introduced by Dijkman et al. [7] will
be extended. The result should be a formal algorithm based on which properties of the derived
nets such as the enforcement of a single data object instance per process instance, data locking
as defined by Meyer [9], and the correct translation of BPMN concepts can be proven.

The Petri nets resulting from the algorithm’s application will then serve as a foundation for a
set of analyses. First, a notion of data flow soundness should be defined, ensuring the absence
of data deadlocks and proper termination of the processes. Next to that, different categories
of data anomalies have been defined in literature [11, 19, 20]. Their application as well as a
potential extension of them based on the introduced formalism would allow for a more thorough
analysis of processes’ data flow. For example, lost data (data objects being written multiple times
without being read in between), missing data (required data in a certain process state that is not
available), and redundant data (data that is written but never read) can thereby be detected. In
addition, a recent literature review revealed a lack of data compliance checking methods for
processes [21]. In that context, it would be interesting to see which of their constraint patterns
concerning data will be detectable in the derived Petri nets.
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4. Conclusion

This position paper motivates the need for a new translational semantics thoroughly covering
BPMN’s data concepts. The lack of such a semantics hinders the capitalization on process
models’ capability to provide and maintain an overview of the data flow within an organization.
The mapping of BPMN concepts to Petri nets should then serve as the foundation for automated
data flow analyses regarding correctness, consistency with other processes, and compliance to
the process environment’s regulations.
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Discovering Process Models of Different Granularity
from Legacy Software Systems
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Abstract
Processes models shall enable a better understanding and management of business processes as well
as the information systems implementing these processes. Usually, different stakeholders of various
enterprise levels are interested in process models which raises specific requirements concerning process
model abstraction. While business managers are interested in high-level (i.e., abstract) process views,
process participants need more fine-grained process views during process enactment. This also applies
to many legacy software systems that implement business processes, but were originally not designed
to provide process model details. In this paper, we present an approach for preprocessing event logs
obtained from legacy software systems such that process models of different granularity levels can be
discovered from them.

Keywords
process mining, event log, preprocessing, process model abstraction

1. Introduction

The organizational structure of an enterprise may be considered as a set of methods through
which the organization is logically divided into distinct sets of business functions. The latter
need to be harmonized across multiple granularity levels (e.g., different hierarchy levels of
the organisational structure) to achieve enterprise goals [1, 2]. Moreover, the required tasks
are often structured in terms of process models, which are used by various stakeholders from
different enterprise hierarchy levels (e.g., managers, executives, or employees). Usually, these
stakeholders have different expectations concerning the level of granularity in which a process
model shall be displayed. For example, specific data required in the context of a particular
process task might not be relevant for managers, but are crucial for process participants to
correctly perform their tasks at runtime. Consequently, process models of different granularity
levels need to be discovered to meet those expectations.

Process mining and process discovery, respectively, leverage recorded audit or workflow data
(i.e., event logs) to reconstruct the business processes implemented by enterprise information
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systems [3, 4]. In general, the discovered process models are strongly correlated with both
the existence of suitable event logs and their quality [5]. Although there exist mature process
discovery algorithms, which are able to deal with noise [6] and incompleteness [7], in the
context of legacy software applications their application is still limited, as process-related event
logs are usually not readily available in these systems [8].

In previous work [9, 10], we have presented a possible solution to this challenge. Basically,
our approach observes the interactions of process participants with the legacy software system
and records these interactions in a fine-grained way, which shall also allow obtaining event logs
that are suitable for process discovery algorithms. This paper presents an approach to abstract
the fine-grained information recorded in corresponding event logs to enable the discovery of
process models suitable of different granularity levels.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed solution
and shows how it allows creating event logs constituting the basis for discovering process models
of different levels of granularity. Section 3 describes the discovery algorithm applied to these
logs as well as the proposed hierarchy levels for resulting process models. In Section 4, we
evaluate the approach using a real-world event log. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally,
Section 6 provides a summary and outlook.

2. Solution Approach

In the context of legacy software systems, we define a process as a sequence of related interac-
tions the users have with the system [10]. Consequently, an event log derived from a legacy
software system is described by entries of which each corresponds to an individual user interac-
tion. In general, user interactions are driven by the structure and layout of the user forms (e.g.,
to check an invoice or to process an order) of the legacy software system. In an Oracle legacy
system, for example, a graphical user interface (GUI) is located on a canvas (see L3 in Fig. 1). The
latter, in turn, may comprise several screens or canvases (see L2 in Fig. 1) which again contain
form fields and buttons (see L1 in Fig. 1). Consequently, the events recorded in an event log
contain information like the respective form field filled or button clicked by a user as well as the
form or screen in which the user interaction took place. An event log obtained from an Oracle
legacy software system, therefore, comprises event data, which are characterized by a user
story (i.e., a case identifier), timestamps (e.g., entering or leaving a field), additional information
based on user specification, and the actual user interaction (e.g., button ’X’ clicked or field ’Y’
filled). A user interaction is structured in the way ScreenName.EventName, and examples include
ORDERS.DATE_CONTROL_BLOCK.MONTH_PLUS1.WHEN-BUTTON-PRESSED (i.e., in the
order screen a button to increase a date by one month was pressed) and ORDERS.MAIN_CAN-
VAS.BUTTON_SAVE.WHEN_BUTTON_PRESSED (i.e., in the main canvas of the order screen
the save button was pressed). In other words, the event log documents user interactions at
the finest granularity level. Discovering process models based on such fine-grained event logs,
however, might lead to complex process models that are hard to read and understand [11]. To
tackle this challenge, we preprocess the event log stored form legacy software systems, while
considering hierarchies and the event log structure. Note that this shall allow for the discovery
of multiple process models with different granularity based on the same initial event log.
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Figure 1: Proposed approach for event log preprocessing with hierarchies

2.1. Event Log Hierarchies

The different stakeholders intended in process models require different levels of abstraction. By
preprocessing event logs accordingly, we are also able to discover process models of different
granularity levels. For this purpose, we extract corresponding hierarchical information from
the individual user interactions taking the structure of the form elements the respective user
has interacted with into account. The resulting event log and event log entries respectively
allow differentiating between four different granularity levels:

The Management Level shall refer to multiple processes and show how these processes are
connected and coordinated (see L4 in Fig. 1).

The Executive Level deals with a high-level view of the processes – it solely considers the
events related to the completion of forms during process execution (see L3 in Fig. 1).
Example: ORDERS

The Employee Level considers more detailed information on the form screens required to
complete a process (see L2 in Fig. 1). Example: ORDERS.MAIN_CANVAS

The Implementation Level covers the most fine-grained event log representation. It also
includes specific form fields and buttons (see L1 in Fig. 1). Example: ORDERS.MAIN_CAN-
VAS.BUTTON_SAVE.WHEN_BUTTON_PRESSED

When abstracting the event log to a higher granularity level (e.g., from the employee level to the
executive level), we remove consecutive identical event log entries (e.g., multiple interactions
in the same form are recorded). This reduces the complexity of process models of higher
hierarchical levels.

Finally, the fine-grained event logs enable a mapping between the event label (e.g., BUT-
TON_SAVE.WHEN_BUTTON_PRESSED) and a less technical representation of the event label
(e.g., Button Save Pressed). A less technical language representation of labels fosters the com-
prehension of the fine-grained process model, and, therefore, increases the comprehension of
discovered process models.
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Table 1
Domain Expert Recognition (N=13) [10].

Inductive Inductive
DFG

Heuristic Heuristic Heuristic
(Tree) (BPMN) (thold=0.75) (thold=0.9) (thold=0.95)

Mean (SD) 3.08 (1.07) 3.08 (0.73) 2.31 (1.2) 4.15 (0.77) 4.46 (0.63) 3.38 (1.27)

3. Process Discovery

3.1. Algorithm Selection

Prior to applying process discovery algorithms to the preprocessed event logs, we conducted a
Delphi study with domain experts in order to identify which process discovery algorithm yields
the most appropriate results [10]. Study participants (N=13) were asked to evaluate to which
degree they could recognize the legacy software system based on the resulting process models
on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 5 (completely). Table 1 presents the results.

The process models generated by the Heuristic Miner yielded the best results regarding
recognition. Therefore, we apply the Heuristic Miner for the discovery of process models for
individual hierarchy levels [12].

3.2. Granularity Levels

The implementation level (L1) reflects to the most fine-grained representation of the recorded
user interactions. It represents the individual interactions the user(s) had with the legacy
software system. Corresponding process models foster the migration of a legacy software
systems to modern technologies as the event log documents all user interactions that occurred
at runtime, including exceptions that occurred in the legacy software system.

The employee level (L2) deals with the screens and canvases of a form filled by users when
interacting with the legacy software system. Usually, corresponding screens and canvases
contain form fields dealing with the same topic, e.g., contact data of a supplier or the items of an
order. Consequently, the discovery of processes on the employee-level provides employees with
an overview of process-relevant blocks that need to be completed in order to execute a process.
This, in turn, enables a better understanding as well as acceptance of executed processes for
employees.

While the employee level is concerned with the screens and canvases of a form, the executive
level (L3) further considers the order in which users usually interact with the forms. Process
models of the executive level document in which way the users navigate through the variety of
forms (i.e., in which order different forms are filled in). This allows for an abstracted view on
the processes implemented in the legacy system, while at the same time enabling a high-level
view on the forms to be completed during process execution.

The management level (L4), does not relate different forms as it relates multiple processes.
A model discovered on this level shows how different processes are executed in order to achieve
a goal. In this setting, different processes implemented by the legacy software system are related
to each of them and, consequently, discovered.
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Table 2
Comparison of the Resulting Process Models and their Granularity Levels

Implementation Level Employee Level Executive Level

Number of Activities 52 15 4

Reduction (%) 0.00% -71.15% -92.31%

4. Evaluation

We applied the presented approach for preprocessing event logs to an event log we generated
through the dedicated recording of the sessions a particular user had with an Oracle legacy
software system in an industrial setting [9, 10]. The user could provide supplementary informa-
tion for the recorded business process (e.g., description and context of the process). In total,
the considered legacy software system comprises 589 database tables with 9977 columns. More
than 8000 different database statements (60712 statements in total) were implemented in more
than 5 million lines of code. Finally, the legacy software system comprises 1285 forms and 6243
different screens.

We preprocessed the event log to provide the information specific to the hierarchical levels
introduced in Section. 2. Subsequently, we applied the heuristic miner to discover the process
models for each hierarchy level. Note that we used the heuristic miner with default configuration
(i.e., dependency_threshold = 0.5, and_threshold = 0.65, loop_two_threshold = 0.5) to discover
the process models. Fine-tuning of these parameters might further improve the quality of
generated process models. Figures 2 - 4 depict the resulting process models for hierarchy
levels L1 to L3. As the collected event log solely contains the interactions of a single process
(i.e., a single user story), we were unable to discover a process model for the management
level. The event log as well as the process models are provided in an anonymous version1.
When juxtaposing the process models discovered by the heuristic miner, the different levels of
granularity for each organizational level become evident. In case of the three process models
discovered from the legacy system event log (see Figs. 2 - 4), the number of activities are
described in Table 2. In the given event log, the overall number of activities was reduced by
71.15% (implementation vs. employee level), and by 92.31% (implementation vs. executive level).
A reduction of 73.33% in terms of the number of activities can be observed when comparing
employee and executive level.

The size (i.e., the number of elements) of a process model does effect both its understandability
[13] as well as the likelihood of errors [14, 15]. According to the 7 Process Modelling Guidelines
[16], larger process models are more difficult to understand, and have a higher error probability.
In our approach, the number of discovered activities decreases for higher hierarchy levels.
Consequently, our approach for preprocessing and discovering process models from legacy
software systems is able to provide suitable process models for various stakeholders as the
granularity decreases for higher hierarchy levels. To be more precise, process models suitable
for of higher level hierarchies (i.e., L2-L4) allow for the abstraction of fine-grained event data.

1https://cloudstore.uni-ulm.de/s/iHyJtA9riioyJEK
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Figure 2: Implementation level Figure 3: Employee level Figure 4: Executive level

5. Related Work

Thiswork is related to the research areas of event log preprocessing [17] and event log abstraction
[11] in process mining [3].

Event log preprocessing is concerned with tasks that substantially improve the performance
of process mining algorithms by detecting and removing noise as well as traces and activities
that contain undesired behavior [17]. Preprocessing is either concerned with transformation
or detection techniques. Transformation techniques filter the event log based on a likelihood
and, consequently, remove unlikely event log entries [18], or they delete erroneous event log
entries [19]. Other approaches consider temporal aspects during event log preprocessing [20].
Detection techniques try to identify those events that are problematic for the quality of an event
log based on patterns and clustering techniques [17]. Approaches for event clustering usually
use some sort of internal representation for event logs, derive corresponding clusters, and use
them to aggregate the event log [21, 22]. As opposed to existing approaches for event log
transformation and event log detection, our approach leverages information from the structure
of an information system (i.e., how users interact with the system and how corresponding user
forms are organized), to provide process models suitable for readers of different granularities.

Regarding event log abstraction, supervised techniques use time intervals [23], manual
mappings [24], views on the process model [25, 26] or reference models [27] to abstract behavior
in the event log, whereas unsupervised techniques aim to identify re-occurring patterns [28, 29].
In contrast, our approach leverages domain knowledge about the event log automatically derived
from the structure of the legacy software system to aggregate event log entries accordingly.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

This paper presents an approach to leverage information from (legacy) software systems to
preprocess event data, while considering various hierarchies to provide suitable process models
for different stakeholders. This not only enables non-domain experts to better understand a
legacy software system, but the discovered process models also serve as process documentation
for the legacy systems, facilitating software migration projects. Additionally, process models
for higher organizational levels (e.g., employee, executive or management) are less complex and,
therefore, more suitable for humans to understand especially. This is helpful for stakeholders
to understand the process models, and to identify improvement potential. In future work, we
apply the presented approach to additional event logs obtained from legacy software systems,
as well as event logs that are not collected from a dedicated recording.
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Towards Progress Determination in Dynamically
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Abstract
Real-time business process monitoring shall enable the early detection of problems and errors, that
might occur during process execution. In turn, this allows counteracting possible delays, breakdowns,
or defects at an early stage and, thus, increasing the economic efficiency and efficacy of the business
processes. In this context, the calculation of the progress of a dynamically evolving process structure
provides the basis for advanced monitoring functions related to resource management, risk management,
alarm triggering, and error warnings. This position paper discusses the fundamental challenges of
determining the progress of multiple, interacting business objects in dynamically evolving object-centric
business process during run time. In particularly we introduce five (sub-)research questions that need to
be investigated in this context.

Keywords
object-centric business process, process monitoring, progress determination, online/real-time monitoring

1. Introduction

Business process monitoring constitutes a key element for companies to control, optimise, and
evolve their business process. Moreover, it allows for an early discovery of process errors or
other problems that might occur during process execution. In general, monitoring large, and
dynamically evolving business process structures that allow for a high flexibility as well as
dynamic changes during run time, (e.g., to dynamically add or delete business objects and the
corresponding lifecycle processes) is a challenging task [1, 2, 3]. In this context, determining
the progress of large and dynamically evolving process structures is a fundamental task of any
business process monitoring composing comprises a wide range of open issues for its calculation.
In this paper, we discuss research questions that become relevant in the context of determining
the progress in object-centric business processes with multiple, interacting business objects
and corresponding lifecycle processes. Both, the progress of the lifecycle processes of single
business objects and further the progress of the overall relational process structure instance
comprising a potentially large number of lifecycle processes need to be determined. In this work,
we focus on the progress determination of the latter, whereas issues to progress determination
of single lifecycles processes have already been described in [4].
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of object-
centric business processes and defines the overall goal of our research on monitoring such
processes. Section 3 then defines fundamental research questions to refine the problem space.
Section 4 gives a synopsis of related work. Finally, Section 5 closes this paper with a summary
and outlook.

2. Background

An object-centric business process consists of multiple, interacting objects, whose behaviour is
defined in terms of lifecycle processes (lifecycles for short). Each lifecycle has one start state and
at least one end state as well as a number of intermediate states (cf. Figure 3). Each state can be
refined by several steps that refer to update of object attributes [5]. Consequently, object-centric
business process is data-driven. During run time, form sheets are generated automatically from
the states of an object. Logically, steps represent the input fields of a form sheet.

Figure 1: Structure of a simple lifecycle.

In turn, a relational process structure (RPS) (cf. Figure 2) represents the order and constraints
for processing the objects and lifecycles, respectively, of the objects as well as the cardinalities
between them [6]. Finally, coordination processes coordinate the execution business process
(i.e., the sequence lifecycle states).

In [7], we have defined four research questions in the context of determining the progress
of an object-centric business process. The aim of Research Questions 1 and 2 (RQ) was to
determine the progress of a lifecycle in both a state-based view (i.e., by utilising the abstraction
enabled by states) and in a step-based view, which refine the state-based view. These question
were discussed in [4]. The Research Question 3 deals with determining the overall progress
based on the results of Research Question 1 and 2.

RQ 1 How can the progress of a single lifecycle process with its state-based view form be
determined?

RQ 2 How can the progress of the processing of a single state within a lifecycle process
be measured?
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RQ 3 How can the progress of multiple, interacting (i.e., interrelated) lifecycles be deter-
mined?

RQ 4 How does a coordination process affect the progress of an object-centric business
process?

Figure 2
Simple RPS.

Figure 3
Simple big picture of running lifecycle instances.

Finally, Research Question 4 considered how coordination progress affects the progress
determination of Research Question 3 [8].

3. Research Questions

Due to the high dynamics of relation process structures (e.g., due to varying numbers of
interrelated objects or dynamic changes) Research Question 3 is challenging to address. For
example, each deletion and addition of an object instance affects the progress of the respective
process structures, i.e., the overall business process. In a nutshell, to determine the progress of
multiple, interacting lifecycles the following sub-research questions need to be answered:

Sub-RQ 1 Does a generally suitable accepted understanding of progress exists?
Sub-RQ 2 How can the progress of a single object with multiple object instances be

determined?
Sub-RQ 3 Which patterns are characteristic for an RPS and how can the progress of these

patterns be determined?
Sub-RQ 4 How can the overall progress of an RPS be determined and how can this be

accomplished in a way that matches the human intuition best?
Sub-RQ 5 How should the progress of an RPS be visualised to users such that the needs of

individual user groups are met?

Sub-RQ 1 is mandatory and therefore the most important one of the given questions. If there
exist no generally suitable accepted understanding of progress, the following four sub-research
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questions can not be directly answered in a precise way. Therefore, we investigated Sub-RQ
1 in an empirical study with about 200 participants [9]. As key observation of this study, the
majority of the participants gave very similar answers. For example, progress jumps within
a displayed progress bar were rejected by most participants even though the overall progress
of an RPS might decrease when adding dynamic objects and object relations (i.e., constraints).
From [9] it may be concluded that a general understanding of progress exists. As this central
question has been answered positively, we can focus on the issues addressed by Sub-RQ 2 to
Sub-RQ 5. Sub-RQ 2 deals with the progress of a single object and how this progress can be
determined at run time taking dynamic changes into account as well. The latter include the
unplanned creation of object instances (add objects) as well as their deletion during run time.
Sub-RQ 3 first identifies common patterns of an RPS and then progress determination for these
specific patterns. Sub-RQ 4 investigates how the overall progress of the RPS can be determined
to match the human intuition best based on the results from the previous sub-research questions.
Finally, Sub-RQ 5 investigates the different possibilities of visualising the progress of multiple,
interacting object instances for individual user groups.

4. Related Work

To the best of our knowledge there exist no works dealing with the progress of object-centric
business process and its monitoring. In [10], an approach to measure the progress of activity-
centric business process is presented. In [11], progress determination is based on data state
transitions in activity-centric business process, improved by the use of object state transition
[12]. Also, related to our work is predictive process monitoring, e.g. consider the detailed
systematic literature review is presented in [13] to explore the current state of predictive process
monitoring.

5. Conclusions

This paper discusses the challenges of determining the progress of RPSs, i.e., large, complex,
and abstract process not being comprehensive to humans. To handle these challenges Research
Question 3 "How can the progress of multiple, interacting (i.e., interrelated) lifecycles be deter-
mined?" (from [7]) needs to be refined. For this purpose, five sub-research questions were
derived in this paper. By refining Research Question 3 we need to discuss this complex process
structure in an early state.
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Abstract
Construction sites are shaped by knowledge-intensive, multi-instance, and item-dependent processes.
The knowledge workers in such domains need to model the construction processes and construction
elements and plan the future process execution collaboratively with all involved parties. However, it
is challenging to model these processes comprehensively and accessibly for domain experts, while the
planning of the future execution can not be fully supported yet. This position paper proposes the means
toward developing suitable process modeling approaches, providing the opportunity to model process
goals, and combining both to derive useful execution plans from analyzing the process model’s state
space in regard to the goal model.

Keywords
Knowledge-intensive Processes, Construction Processes, Process Modeling, Goal Modeling, Planning
Support

1. Introduction

In recent years, construction sites are becoming more and more digitized; from mobile devices
to 4D-Models of construction sites, and drones for supervising the construction progress [1].

The business process management community also started to investigate the use case of
construction sites [2, 3]. In general, processes on construction sites can be considered knowledge-
intensive [2] as they have the following characteristics[4], which are imposed by the volatile
execution context of the processes. Knowledge-intensive processes are executed by knowledge
workers such as construction workers and construction managers. Furthermore, knowledge-
intensive processes are unpredictable and unrepeatable. They emerge as knowledge workers
make decisions based on their domain knowledge. Planning is an important part of knowledge
work. It means aligning the future execution of tasks toward a process goal. As weather
conditions change, faults occur, and delays postpone future progress, plans have to be adapted
and the knowledge workers need to re-plan.

More challenging, processes on construction sites can be considered multi-instance processes
and item-dependent [3]. A house has multiple process instances running for each of its flats,
which in turn influence each other’s process execution. Also, all instances are item-dependent
as the performed activities like painting jobs depend on existent material such as the paint and
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a plastered wall.
Traditional modeling techniques like BPMN are not well suited to depict the complexity of

such domains. Even the existing modeling approaches for construction processes [2, 3, 5] do
not fulfill certain requirements of knowledge-intensive processes fully. For instance, late goal
modeling and planning are an important part of knowledge work [4]. Planning is the alignment
of actions according to a goal. With changing goals and execution contexts, execution plans on
construction sites need to be re-planned frequently. If construction workers become sick, the
delivery of the paint postpones, or simply the weather permits painting the house’s facade, the
painting activities have to be rescheduled. This might influence the overall progress and the
schedule of the whole construction site needs to be replanned.

To tackle the problem of providing planning support for complex domains such as construction
sites, we provide a research agenda that combines the analysis of the use case and the applicability
of different process modeling approaches to it. We also need to allow the modeling and re-
modeling of goals during design- and run-time. With the process model and the goal models at
hand, the behavior of the process model can be analyzed in regard to the goals. The results can
be used to generate execution plans for the future execution of the current case.

In the following Section 2, we outline the existing work related to our research endeavor.
Section 3 discusses our approach and the planned contribution before Section 4 concludes the
paper.

2. Related Work

Work related to our research agenda includes knowledge-intensive processes, modeling ap-
proaches toward construction processes, the modeling of knowledge-intensive processes, and
planning support.

Knowledge workers face tasks of identifying and solving problems with a low level of
standardization in knowledge-intensive processes [6]. Their execution context is vast and fast-
changing [7]. Di Ciccio et al. provide an overview of the characteristics of knowledge-intensive
processes and the requirements to support them [4]. However, it is challenging to model them
comprehensively and they are often under-specified [7]. Additionally, to being knowledge-
intensive, construction processes can be considered multi-instance and item-dependent [3]
making modeling even more challenging.

Different approaches aim to model construction processes. First, van der Aalst et al. intro-
duced case handling as a means to support the processes of a dutch construction company [2].
By now, new case management approaches have emerged andmight also be applicable. Marengo
et al. proposed the construction process modeling language CoPModL [3]. It combines the
declarative modeling of activities and items on which these activities can be executed.

In the context of Lean Construction Management, different Tools have been developed to
model and monitor the processes on construction sites [8].

Different modeling approaches aim to depict knowledge-intensive processes and might,
therefore, be suitable to model construction processes. Hybrid modeling techniques combin-
ing the concepts of declarative and data-centric process modeling approaches are promising
for the construction domain. Contemporary approaches are OCBC [9], RESEDA [10], and
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ReGraDa [11]. Other approaches aim to implement case management [7] to support knowledge-
intensive processes. Case Management and Model and Notation [12] and fragment-based Case
Management [13, 14] were proposed.

Though late goal modeling is crucial for knowledge-intensive processes, it is only limitedly
supported in most process modeling approaches [4]. In previous work, the means toward the
modeling of goals for knowledge-intensive processes were provided [15, 16].

Another important aspect of knowledge work is planning. It is the alignment of actions to
reach a goal. Different approaches aim at providing planning support. SmartPM [17] can be
used for exception handling. Sprovieri and Vogler [18] compose process models from partly
structured models. Other approaches by Wynn et al. [19] and Rozinat et al. [20] allow to
simulate process models to provide decision support. Different predictive process monitoring
approaches predict the next actions in running instances based on machine learning [21, 22].
Still, the contemporary approaches do not fully map the characteristics and requirements
for knowledge-intensive processes. The first steps toward model-driven planning support by
providing recommendations for the next best actions according to a goal were made in previous
contributions [23, 16].

3. Planned Contribution

We endeavor to provide suitable planning support for knowledge-intensive, multi-instance, and
item-dependent processes like construction processes. To pursue this goal, the general idea is
to combine the process model with a goal model for the current process execution. The model’s
state space can then be analyzed to find possible execution sequences that satisfy the goals of
the knowledge workers [16]. Analyzing goal-satisfying paths may result in knowledge about
what next actions are suitable to reach the goal. This knowledge can be used to provide decision
support [23]. In the future, comprehensive execution plans could be generated as well.

First, a suitable behavioral modeling technique to define the processes on construction sites
is needed. Second, goals need to be modeled in that context. The state space analysis with both
models needs to provide meaningful planning support in form of execution plans. This results
in our following research questions.

RQ1 What is a suitable modeling language to depict construction processes comprehensively?
RQ2 How can goals be modeled in the context of construction processes?
RQ3 How can execution plans for construction sites be automatically generated from models

and goals?

To answer RQ1, we plan to analyze the requirements for modeling knowledge-intensive,
multi-variant, and item-dependent processes. We will investigate and compare contemporary
approaches for modeling construction processes and knowledge-intensive processes. As a
result, existing approaches can then be extended or new approaches can be developed to map
these requirements. In our first informal analysis, case management [7], especially fragment-
based case management [24] seemed promising. The concepts allow a notion of multi-instance
processes while being able to depict the depending items. Yet, different adaptations have to be
made to utilize these approaches fully.
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Also part of the prior analysis is identifying the means to model goals, answering RQ2.
Techniques to model goals can then be combined with the result of RQ1. A general approach
toward the modeling of goals for knowledge-intensive processes was already provided [15, 16].
A constraints the state of the involved data and available actions in future execution states.
However, the involved knowledge workers profit from more domain specific means to model
goals. Such approaches could include the utilization of buiding information models (BIM),
which provide 3D-models of buildings to be built. They are already well established in the
domain and can depict the construction items in different execution states.

To address RQ3, the state space of the construction process models can be analyzed. Several
challenges have to be overcome. State spaces of process models grow exponentially and can
become infinitely large. However, the large state spaces also yields the possibility to find many
suitable process executions that can be utilized to derive execution plans. However, it should be
reduced as much as possible and suitable algorithms need to be developed that cope with their
size and return suitable plans. The retrieved suitable execution plans can then be evaluated how
resilient they are to changing execution context. In that context, machine learning techniques
can be utilized to incorporate domain knowledge into the plans. These plans then need to be
displayed comprehensibly. A usual way to display plans on construction sites are schedules
with Gantt-charts. The resulting planning recommendations should balance the complexity of
all possible execution sequences and comprehensibility.

All three research questions long for tooling support. We aim to develop prototypical imple-
mentations for construction process modeling, construction goal modeling, and the computation
of planning recommendations out of the previous two. The suitability of the presented approach
should be evaluated in the field by conducting case studies.

4. Conclusion

Construction processes are knowledge-intensive, multi-instance, and item-dependent. Planning
is an important task of the involved knowledge workers, but only limitedly supported. This
position paper proposes an approach to provide planning support for processes on construction
sites and similar domains. The approach starts by analyzing the requirements for comprehensive
construction process models. Such a modeling approach can then be developed and combined
with suitable goal modeling for construction sites. Both process model and goal model can then
be utilized to analyze the model’s possible behavior in order to find execution plans that satisfy
the goal. The result of this endeavor is model-driven planning support for construction sites
and similar domains.
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Improving Load Balancing of Long-lived Streaming
RPCs for gRPC-enabled Inter-service Communication
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Abstract
Many companies adopted gRPC since 2015 for their microservices architecture due to its efficient
communication method, particularly regarding streaming data. However, streaming requires long-
lived connections that load-balancing solutions fail to address. These problems include unexpectedly
overloading services, which may result in a chain of server failures. This paper describes the load-
balancing problems with long-lived streaming RPCs and proposes a flow control-inspired approach that
shifts the control of incoming requests from the load balancers to the application servers. Results of our
experiments show that utilizing this method leads to more server resiliency in the case of long-lived
streaming RPCs.

Keywords
microservice architecture, inter-service communication, gRPC-streaming, load balancing

1. Introduction

gRPC is an open-source Remote Procedure Call (RPC) framework introduced by Google in
2015 that provides a high-performance alternative to REST [1]. Companies reported improved
developer productivity with gRPC, as it allows for easier integration with existing legacy
systems1 and provides automatic code generation for various programming languages [2]. It
utilizes HTTP/2 [3] for binary communication, which is more efficient than the text-based
protocol used by REST. The built-in flow control and error-handling features make gRPC more
reliable and a viable choice for inter-service communication in microservice architectures [4].

gRPC provides streaming RPCs between servers and clients, enabling them to keep the con-
nection and continue with bidirectional communication once they opened it. This functionality
makes the current load balancing mechanisms [5] insufficient since the load balancer will be
involved only in the connection establishment step. After starting the connection, the load
balancer will have no control over requests and loads on the server. This way, the clients can
suddenly increase the load on the server and cause the server to fail.
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(a) Suddenworkload increase due to streaming RPCs. (b) Servers when one of them crashes

Figure 1: Example of Sudden workload change in clients which leads to cascading failure of the servers

This paper highlights the load-balancing challenge of streaming RPCs in gRPC. We devise a
flow control-inspired solution to handle this challenge. Handling such cases is important since
crashing the streaming servers can lead to cascading server failure, loss of sensitive data, and
decreased service quality and customer satisfaction.
This paper is structured as follows: We explain the problem of long-lived streaming RPCs

with the load balancing mechanism in Section 2. In Section 3, we review the existing literature
on gRPC. In Section 4, we propose our approach inspired by flow control mechanisms, and
finally, we summarize our findings and recommendations for future research in Section 5.

2. Load Balancing Problems with Long-lived Streaming RPCs

There is no clear definition for when a streaming RPC can be considered long-lived. Depending
on the use case, long-lived RPCs may last a few seconds in real-time scenarios or for several
days in business scenarios. Streaming RPCs involve the exchange of zero or more messages
over a single connection. TCP enables these types of RPCs through full-duplex mode, where
messages can be sent simultaneously in both directions. Whereas client and server streaming are
half-duplex, i.e. only one entity can send messages at a time. Additionally, connections are only
half-closed, which allows requests to be sent over the same connections multiple subsequent
times [2]. This kind of reusing of connections impairs the load balancing mechanisms which
dispatch the client request to the servers.
Once a client sends a streaming RPC request to a server, the load balancing mechanism

checks the server’s health status and dispatches the request to the server with less working
load. After accepting a streaming RPC request, the client can keep the connection open and
reuse it anytime. The server overloads and crashes if many clients resume their open-held
connections and start streaming. This way, the load balancing mechanism will be bypassed
and cannot handle the load on the server. This can happen if a sudden increase in a server’s
workload causes that server to fail. All clients connected to that server will receive an error and
try to send a request to another available server. The servers that end up receiving incoming
requests have an increased workload. In the worst case, these servers may also fail because
of the sudden increase in workload. This server could also find itself overloading due to an
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unexpected increase in connections. This particular problem can be categorized as a chain of
server failures [6]. Figure 1 illustrates this scenario.

3. Related Work

While gRPC is a well-used technology in the industry, to the best of our knowledge, existing
research in this area is limited to a few research studies on Lee and Liu [7], Chamas et al. [8], and
Shah et al. [9]. Indrasiri and Kuruppu [2] also published a book on gRPC that introduces building
cloud-native applications with Go and Java and discusses gRPC as inter-service communication
technology.
Lee and Liu [7] present a general approach for migrating APIs from REST to gRPC. Their

motivation is to improve communication performance by leveraging the features of gRPC.
They developed a manual refactoring workflow with six steps and identified two directions for
improvement. The first direction is automation, which could streamline the migration process.
The second direction is the inclusion of error handling, authentication, and load balancing,
which could improve the robustness of the migrated API. While their approach provides a
helpful starting point for organizations looking to migrate to gRPC, it does not address the
challenge of load-balancing long-lived streaming RPCs that we identified in our work.

Chamas et al. [8] study the energy consumption of various sorting algorithms with varying
input sizes and types in the context of computation offloading mobile applications. They
compare four communication protocols for remote execution: SOAP, REST, sockets, and gRPC.
They reported that the local execution is generally more economical for small inputs, with a few
exceptions for object input types. Their study provides valuable insights into the performance of
different communication protocols in computation offloading, including the poor performance
of gRPC.
Shah et al. [9] provide an overview of load-balancing algorithms in cloud computing. They

noted that the load on servers increases as more applications move to or run on the cloud.
Increasing the load leads to the problem of over-utilized and under-utilized servers, which
necessitates load balancing. They include several static and dynamic load-balancing algorithms
to address the resource allocation problem in data centers.

4. Flow control Instead of Load Balancing

Our approach is based on the idea of flow control. We utilize the sliding window method to
manage a server’s workload dynamically. For this purpose, the server holds a simplified internal
model of the workload where the sliding window counts ongoing requests over the last 𝑡𝑤
seconds. We use this information in our experiments to discretize the workload into LOW
LOAD, MEDIUM LOAD, HIGH LOAD, OVERLOAD and SYSTEM FAILURE.

We implemented our approach using bidirectional streaming RPCs exclusively. This mode of
communication allows the server to request messages from the client. We impose a constraint
on the client where it must wait before sending a message after the initial message. We achieve
this by introducing a special field to each message from server to client. This field holds an
integer value that specifies the number of messages the client is allowed to send. Whenever
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a client receives a response message with a non-zero value, it can send another message or
complete the call. If the field is zero, the client does not send a message and continues to wait.
These semantics allow the server to suspend and resume individual connections to prevent

itself from overloading. The server suspends connections in an overloading state and resumes
suspended connections otherwise.

4.1. Experiments

In our experiments, a server shuts itself down if its internal workloadmodel is SYSTEM FAILURE.
This way, we can simulate real-world conditions via small-scale experiments. We performed
our experiment on Ubuntu 22.04 (64 bit) running on a system equipped with Intel(R) Xeon(R)
Gold 6254 CPU (3.10GHz), 8 Cores, and 16 GB of RAM. Furthermore, we used Docker Engine
Version (v20.10.21) with buildkit enabled and Docker Compose Version (v2.12.2).

We utilize docker swarm networking with a round-robin load balancing policy for service
discovery. We intentionally use a basic load balancing setup to illustrate how our approach
performs. With this setup, we can imperfectly split the connections between our servers. This
imperfection is a helpful approximation for real-world scenarios. The clients were configured
to send a specific amount of messages per second. Finally, clients implement a simple retry
policy which repeats failed requests up to 3 times before giving up.

Messages per Second = Number of Clients
Number of Servers

×
Number of Messages
Duration of Requests

(1)

We run several experiments with an increasing number of messages. The experiments are
designed to push the workload beyond the failure threshold. First, we test that our simulation
functions correctly with fewer messages. Second, we increase the number of messages to the
limit of what our servers should be able to handle. This tests the ability of our approach to
handle periods of increased workloads. Finally, we increase the number of messages well above
the intended limits to see how our approach scales. By controlling the number of messages,
we approximate a real-world scenario of thousands of clients within our resource-constrained
testing hardware. We published our experiment code in a public GitHub repository [10] and
included steps to reproduce it.

Parameter Name Configuration
Number of Servers 2
Number of Clients 50
Number of Requests 5
Number of Messages 20,40,60,80,100
Duration of Requests 20 seconds
Failure Threshold 150 Messages per second

Table 1
Configuration for the experiments.
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Figure 2: Flow Control server Response for various workloads. The lines represent different levels of
expected workloads. Here, workload refers to incoming messages per second.

4.2. Results

Workloads above their threshold for system failure are handled robustly, far from an overloading
state. The flow control mechanism can explain the server’s response. When the server starts to
overload, it momentarily suspends incoming requests. These requests still count towards the
threshold, but subsequent requests are prevented until the workload subsides. Figure 2 shows
resilient behavior to the increased workloads. The average number of messages per request
decreases as the first clients complete their requests. This begins to happen when the global
workload decreases. Experiments with higher initial workloads show a steeper decline in the
average number of messages towards the end because each client sends a larger volume of
messages.

No failed requests suggest that shifting the control from the load balancer to the application
server is an effective way to handle sudden increases in incoming traffic.

We notice, however, that the requests take longer to be processed under high load, which is to
be expected. In Table 2, we can see that the Round Trip Time (RTT) increases for higher work-
loads. The trade-off for a reliable but slower application may be worthwhile in environments
where these use cases are essential.

Workload Average RTT
50 9.52ms
100 11.98ms
150 18.03ms
200 24.77ms
250 32.88ms

Table 2
Average Round Trip Time (RTT) for different workloads. Each experiment was repeated at least 40 times.
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4.3. Discussion

In Figure 2, we can see the normal response for the lowest workload in orange and the flow-
controlled response for all other workloads. We find that the flow-controlled response behaves
differently in preventing the sudden increase in workload. Additionally, we note that, on average,
it stays below the overload threshold because the server suspends connections successfully,
which further limits the workload.

The number of messages is an incomplete model of a server’s workload. It is inaccurate, but
it does suffice in testing our load balancing mechanism on a small scale.

We showed that an incomplete model on a resource-constrained single host machine handles
workloads beyond its configured limits. Our experiment setup uses a basic configuration of the
popular orchestration framework docker compose.

The ideas of our proposed solution can be generally applied to any gRPC application because
it only requires a change in protobuf service definitions. Furthermore, it does not presume any
specific load balancing setups and even works between a server and a client without any load
balancing entity.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we raised the issues of load balancing in long-lived streaming RPCs and explained
the inability of conventional load balancing mechanisms to handle it. To solve this issue, we
proposed an approach based on shifting the control over incoming requests from load balancer to
the application server. This method prevents the server from overloading, a desirable feature for
inter-service communication in microservice-based architecture. The management of incoming
requests proves to be an effective measure in preventing server overload and cascading server
failure, a chain of events where servers failing lead to others failing due to a sudden increase in
re-transmitted messages from clients.
The workload model could include more parameters to better model real-world scenarios.

With an extended workload model, more sophisticated flow control mechanisms should be
explored. A non-linear controller could lead to further improvements where the server would
try to stay close to a desired state. The performance impact on the overhead the server incurs
remains to be studied.
Applying L7 Flow Control to a real-world application could provide valuable information

about its effects on availability and scalability. In real-world scenarios, there are often many
services and many different types of RPCs in use. Modifying the protocol buffers for each
service and RPC may not be a practical solution.
Another improvement is to develop a framework that is transparent to its users. However,

this requires extensive development and expertise in multiple programming languages to work
seamlessly across different frameworks in gRPC. There is the possibility of introducing flow
control mechanisms on a lower layer. TCP natively supports flow control [11], and gRPC also
supports it at the framework level.
Although our applied flow control mechanism shows promising results, future research is

required. Future research could focus on finding other ways to implement the ideas of L7 Flow
Control.
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Immutable Operating Systems: A Survey
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Abstract
Immutable Operating Systems, also called Container Operating Systems, are a new term in the area
of operating systems. This type of operating system claims to be immutable, reliable, resilient, and
even more secure compared to traditional operating systems. The number of scientific publications
regarding Immutable Operating Systems is still limited. There is no widely accepted conceptualization
yet. Therefore, this work aims to close this research gap. We utilize a literature review on a subset of
solutions to derive the concepts. We use the gained insights to provide a general conceptualization, an
overview of use cases and limitations, and finally, a definition of the term. An Immutable Operating
System is a special type of operating system, primarily a minimal Linux distribution that introduces
read-only file systems, automatic atomic updates, rollbacks, declarative configuration, and workload
isolation to achieve higher reliability, scalability, and security, especially to serve as a container host. We
conclude that this particular type of operating system provides noteworthy enhancements. It can reduce
the maintenance efforts in distributed and heterogeneous areas, like edge and fog computing.

Keywords
Immutable Operating System, Container Operating System, Operating System, Linux

1. Motivation

Immutable Operating Systems (IOSs), also called Container Operating Systems (COSs), are
an emerging trend in the area of Operating Systems (OSs) research [1–5]. Over the years,
several Linux distributions have been published, introducing new concepts to fulfill the claim of
being described as an IOS or COS. Specifically, openSUSE MicroOS (oMOS) [1], Fedora CoreOS
(FCOS) [6], Flatcar Container Linux (FCL) [3], AWS Bottlerocket OS (ABOS) [7], and Talos
Linux (TL) [5] are used for server-centric applications. Whereas in traditional OSs, all files are
potentially modifiable by the system or processes, IOSs have a read-only root file system. This
leads to many open questions about how an OS can be maintained without the chance to apply
changes, like performing updates and writing log files during operation. So far, there is a lack
of peer-reviewed scientific literature to provide a common understanding, characterization, and
application scenarios of IOSs. Therefore, this paper aims to provide insights into IOSs. This
addresses a definition, the concepts, and the technologies used by those systems. In addition,
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there is no comprehensive overview of typical use cases and limitations, where IOSs play their
strengths. Therefore, this contribution addresses the following research questions:
RQ1: What concepts do Immutable Operating Systems follow?
RQ2: What are typical use cases for Immutable Operating Systems?
RQ3: How can an Immutable Operating System be defined?
We perform qualitative literature research to obtain the essential aspects. This procedure

allows us to identify already available solutions and alternative identifiers for the area of IOSs.
To answer RQ1, we analyze the documentation of the identified solutions to assemble a com-
prehensive list of used concepts and technologies. In addition, we can get insights about the
supposed application scenarios of those systems (RQ2). Finally, referring to the previous results,
we can provide a first definition of IOSs (RQ3).

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 clarifies the term immutability. In Section 3,
we take a look at related works. We present our review on IOSs and their features in Section 4.
This allows deriving a conceptualization in Section 5. Finally, we conclude our contribution
with the limitations of our study (Section 6) and the conclusion (Section 7).

2. Immutability

According to the Cambridge Dictionary [8], immutability means “the state of not changing, or
being unable to be changed”. In computer science, the term refers mainly to the area of Object-
Oriented Programming (OOP). Programs that follow the OOP paradigm consist of objects with
state and behavior. A set of attributes represents the state. Also, objects have a particular
behavior by providing methods, which may allow the modification of the objects’ state [9].
Immutable objects do not allow any modification after the object has been initialized. To derive a
modified version of the object, a new (immutable) copy of the object must be created. Conveyed
to an OS, the state must not change during runtime. This means that modifications may result
in destroying and redeploying the entire system with the updated configuration [10].

3. Related Work

Since the term IOS is relatively new, we could find only one peer-reviewed contribution by [11].
It refers to the LinuxKit project [12] that discusses the fundamental potentials of Immutable
Servers. The main motivation is the avoidance of configuration drifts, where multiple servers
with the same image, configuration, and modifications vary over time nonetheless [13]. The
work of [11] discussed fundamental requirements for building an immutable server that were
also used to design LinuxKit. Although it mentioned a subset of characteristics of immutable
servers that are helpful in getting a first basic understanding and characterization of IOSs, it
did not perform a review and evaluation of alternative IOSs to derive these characteristics.
Furthermore, the concepts of alternative IOSs were not regarded, which limits the possibility and
validity of deriving a general conceptualization. The workmentioned only a few alternative IOSs.
Therefore, this work aims to provide a more detailed investigation of IOSs by performing a
more comprehensive literature review to close this gap.
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4. Review: Immutable Linux Distributions

We started our literature review by using Google Scholar, IEEEXplore, and ACM Digital Library
with the search terms Immutable (Linux [Server] | Operating System | Infrastructure) .
This revealed a GitHub repository [14] that contains a collection of immutable Linux distribu-
tions. Based on this collection, we checked and added related Linux distributions, which fulfill
the claim of IOSs. We excluded all Linux distributions focusing only on desktop environments
because our work targets distributed environments (Section 1). We considered five Linux distri-
butions that are explicitly claiming to be immutable for a server-centric application (Table 1).

Immutable (Root) File System. Most of the IOS provide a fully immutable root file sys-
tem [1, 4, 5, 15]. An exemption is FCL, which provides a writeable root file system for all types
of data, for example, container images. However, all system-related files are mapped to the
immutable directory mounted at /usr . Most IOSs keep some directories, like /etc , /var , /home ,
and /root accessible for read-write operations [4, 15–17]. These directories are used to store
configurations, log files, and user data [18]. Nevertheless, OS-related files are still immutable.
Atomic Updates and Rollbacks. Since the root file system is fully immutable, updates must

be installed in a particular way. According to the definition of immutability (Section 2), the state
can not be changed. Changes must be applied on a copy of the OS. The distributions achieve
this in different ways: oMOS uses transactional-update [19]. Technically, a new snapshot of
the OS is created by using the underlying copy on write file system btrfs [20]. Then the desired
changes are applied, and it can be booted from the newly created snapshot. In case of issues
during a reboot, the file system can be reverted to the last known working snapshot [19]. FCOS
uses rpm-ostree [21] that is a hybrid image and package system. It manages the OS files in a
git-like manner with a content-addressed object store and checksums. This allows managing
the OS as a repository that enables atomic updates by committing changes and rollbacks by
reverting changes [21]. FCL, ABOS, and TL perform atomic updates via an A-B schema. These
distributions provide two partitions for the OS, one active partition for the currently running
system, and one passive one for upgrades. Once an update process is started, an updated OS
base image is downloaded to the passive partition that can then be taken on the next reboot. In
case of a failed boot process, the previous working partition is used for the rollback [4, 19, 22, 23].
All IOSs follow the standard release model, where at least a stable and testing branch can be
selected [4, 23–25]. In addition, oMOS focuses on a rolling release model [26].

Table 1
Features of Immutable Operating Systems

openSUSE Fedora Flatcar AWS Sidero Labs
MicroOS CoreOS Container Linux Bottlerocket OS Talos Linux

Initial Release 2018 2018 2018 2020 2018
Release Model Rolling / Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

Immutable (Root) File System 3 3 7, only /usr 3 3
Atomic Updates / Rollbacks transactional-update rpm-ostree A-B A-B A-B
Automated Updates / Rollbacks 3 / 3 3 / 7 3 / 3 3 / 3 7 / 3
Declarative Configuration Ignition, cloud-init Ignition Ignition API, Custom API, Custom
Workload Isolation Podman Podman, Docker Docker Docker Docker, Kubernetes
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Automated Updates / Rollbacks. IOSs target an unattended operation [1]. Regular updates
should be done automatically. Nearly all of the investigated solutions support automated updates,
also based on a schedule [4, 25–27]. Only TL requires a manual update [23].

Since updates may be disruptive, rollbacks to the previous working state should be automati-
cally performed for a seamlessly unattended operation. Mostly all Linux distributions check if
the system is booting after an update with the help of integrated low-level tools [4, 22, 23, 26].
FCOS requires manual intervention if an update fails [27].
Declarative Configuration. IOSs should be usable in different environments, like bare-

metal, virtualized, or cloud environments. This requires a flexible way of configuration to meet
the requirements of the target environment (Section 1). For example, usernames, passwords, SSH
public keys, and network information must be set during the first boot process. A declarative
configuration is also necessary to easily realize unattended installations for mass deployments.
All of the solutions require and provide different tools for declarative configuration. The most
popular solution is the tool Ignition [28] that is supported by oMOS, FCOS, and FCL [16, 29, 30].
Configuration tools, in general, allow the modification of disks during early boot. This comprises
modifying the disk partitioning, adding files, and basic system configurations as mentioned
above [28]. oMOS allows further cloud-init [31] that is also quite popular for declarative
configuration [16]. ABOS and TL provide vendor-specific solutions, which are applied during
the boot process. Besides that, both can be configured via an API [4, 32].
Workload Isolation. All presented Linux distributions strongly encourage the users to use

container technology. This way of virtualization offers workload isolation between different
applications that contributes to managing security concerns [33]. Due to the high popularity
of OS-based virtualization, a large number of container runtimes, engines, and orchestrators
emerged over the recent years [34]. The distributions that are part of this work offer dif-
ferent high-level container engines or orchestrators. Common is Podman [35], for example
used by oMOS and FCOS [26, 36]. Docker [37] is also frequently used, for example, by FCL
andABOS [4, 38]. TL itself is designed to run Kubernetes [39], which is integrated into the OS [5].
ABOS does also provide a version that is equipped with Kubernetes by default [4].

5. Immutable Operating Systems

After investigating the core features of IOSs, we can summarize them in general concepts (Sec-
tion 5.1). Afterward, we highlight use cases and limitations (Section 5.2). Finally, we conclude
this chapter by providing a detailed definition, based on the obtained insights (Section 5.3).

5.1. Concepts

Reliability. According to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), software
reliability is defined as “the probability that software will not cause the failure of a system for a
specified time under specified conditions” [40, p. 17]. The following two criteria successfully
contribute to the reliability of IOSs in a broader sense:
Immutability. Immutability means that all OS-related files can not be modified during run-

time (Section 2). That implies that a working version of the OS runs consistently on every
boot [1, 4, 15, 17]. Furthermore, configuration drifts, as described in Section 3, can be effectively
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avoided [5]. This contributes to reliability because fewer fundamental changes during runtime
may avoid crashing system services and user workloads.
Resiliency. The term resiliency can be defined as “the capacity of a system [...] to remain

reliable, [...] in case of any malicious or accidental malfunctions or failures that result in a
temporal or permanent service disruption” [41, p. 1]. IOSs offer resilience by atomic updates that
reduce the likelihood of making the system inoperable. Some Linux distributions automatically
verify updates and perform a rollback to the previous working version if an update was not
successful. This rollback usually occurs if the OS is no longer able to boot.
Scalability. Scalability is described as follows: “The concept connotes the ability of a system

to accommodate an increasing number of elements or objects, to process growing volumes of
work gracefully, and/or to be susceptible to enlargement” [42, p. 17]. In the context of IOSs, it is
possible to use them as candidates for scaling out and provisioning a large-scale infrastructure.
The following two characteristics contribute to scalability:

Minimality. IOSs provide minimal installation images for bare-metal, virtualized, or cloud
environments. They only contain a minimal set of software binaries and libraries to allow for
running containerized workloads [3, 5, 26, 43]. This also contributes to security-related aspects
because the attack surface is notably reduced.

Configurability. An IOS should be run at scale as a container host. This requires a comfortable
way of configuration at scale because mass deployments should be possible. A file-based
declarative configuration is an essential aspect of IOSs. Furthermore, using an API to register
configuration changes during runtime leads to higher configuration flexibility.
Security. All workloads are executed by container virtualization. As already pointed out in

the former section, containerization offers security enhancements by isolating workloads from
each other. However, there is still the chance for privilege escalation due to vulnerabilities in
kernel, container runtimes, and container engines, which allow access to the whole system. Due
to the immutable design, it is at least not possible to manipulate the OS, for example, by replacing
system libraries. This is a considerable security enhancement. Furthermore, automated updates
keep the systems always up-to-date, to avoid security vulnerabilities.

5.2. Use Cases and Limitations

IOSs are intended to operate as container hosts. All of the platforms explicitly state that they
provide a minimal OS with preinstalled and preconfigured container runtimes and container
engines. Hence, IOSs can be used as standalone container hosts or in clusters, as implemented
by TL. IOSs may foster the complexity reduction in edge and fog computing, where many
heterogeneous nodes need to be equipped with container virtualization capabilities [44]. Many
of the cloud providers adopted the benefits of these systems by providing their solutions, like
Google [45], AWS [4], and Microsoft [46].

IOSs limit the modifiability in an extensive way. Mostly, there is no packagemanager available,
or the distributor recommends not installing packages. The usage of applications that can not
be run containerized might be limited. The modification of the root file system is not possible
during runtime. Only selected locations are allowed to be written [4, 15, 16], depending on the
Linux distribution (Section 4). Consequently, the proposed solutions are not fully immutable
in a technical sense. A fully IOS cannot be used because process and application data changes
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over time [11]. The update of system-related services requires a reboot. For distributions that
use an A-B schema for updates, more storage might be required, because the image of the new
version must be downloaded and installed.

5.3. Definition

Based on the former qualitative evaluation that has been derived from the official documentation
of the different OS vendors, a definition of the term IOS can be derived:
An Immutable Operating System is a special type of operating system, primarily a minimal

Linux distribution that introduces read-only file systems, automatic atomic updates, rollbacks,
declarative configuration, and workload isolation to achieve higher reliability, scalability, and
security, especially to serve as a container host.

They are usually built on top of an immutable root file system, perform atomic updates
and rollbacks mostly automatically, and are configured in a declarative way to allow for an
unattended operation in distributed areas. They leverage advanced file systems, tools, or
strategies to realize these mechanisms. Instead of installing workloads with packages, they
require the users to provide containers. Whereas not fully immutable in a technical sense,
because there are still areas that are allowed to be written, they offer considerable enhancements.

6. Threats to Validity

We conducted literature research with no comprehensive qualitative comparison between the
different Linux distributions and no quantitative evaluation, like a performance comparison. To
gain our insights, we considered only a subset of available solutions and second only a subset
of features to conceptualize and define IOSs. Besides a limited set of peer-reviewed literature,
we relied only on the vendors’ documentation. Some of the Linux distributions do not have an
official release status yet. Fundamental design decisions and used tools of these systems might
change rapidly, and the results and findings of this work might expire.

7. Conclusion

This contribution provides a first conceptualization of IOSs (RQ1). They have a minimal and
immutable root file system, can perform atomic updates and rollbacks, can be configured and
modified in a declarative way, and use container virtualization for workload isolation. Typically,
they operate as container hosts, expecting to have the primary workload in a containerized
form available (RQ2). Finally, we can define an IOS as a special type of OS, primarily a minimal
Linux distribution that introduces read-only file systems, automatic atomic updates, rollbacks,
declarative configuration, and workload isolation to achieve higher reliability, scalability, and
security, especially to serve as container host (RQ3).

We want to expand our work by evaluating further aspects that have been excluded from
this survey. This survey only covered a literature-based analysis of the solutions to get a
first conceptualization. Practical evaluations, like usability analyses, feature comparisons, and
performance analyses between the different distributions, are helpful in gaining further insights.
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